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Introduction
The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, or NATO, is an intergovernmental
military alliance between 30 countries. The alliance was originally founded
between twelve European and North American states in 1949. The
organization was founded to protect the freedom and security of its
members in the face of growing Cold War tensions. Today, NATO continues
to grow as the world’s strongest military and political alliance. However,
tensions between NATO and hostile world superpowers such as the Russian
Federation and the People’s Republic of China threaten NATO and prompt its
members to strengthen their defensive positions. In this committee, the
member states of NATO will meet to determine the future of NATO in the
face of these threats.



The History of NATO
NATO was originally founded in 1949 between only twelve member states.
Collective security against the Soviet Union was the goal of the organization
at its inception. After World War II, the economic devastation in Europe
prompted the United States to pour billions into the Marshall Plan, a
program of economic aid to war-torn European nations. North America and
Western Europe thus became much closer than they had been before the
war. However, the refusal of the Soviet Union and its satellite states to
participate in the Marshall Plan aid program forced a greater divide between
Eastern and Western Europe both politically and economically. British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill would coin the phrase “Iron Curtain” to refer to
the staunch metaphorical barrier between the regions during the post-war
years. Amidst these political challenges came talks of imminent warfare.
Several Western nations agreed to a mutual defense treaty: the allies would
defend it if one nation is attacked. It was agreed upon that an attack against
one is an attack against all, though this did not apply to colonial holdings.
One of the organization’s first military doctrines was the idea of nuclear
massive retaliation from the United States towards any attacker of a NATO
state. In response to the NATO treaty, the Soviet Union and its Eastern
European allies formed the Warsaw Pact in 1955. While it claimed to be a
mutual defense treaty, the majority of the Warsaw Pact’s decision-making
was controlled by the USSR. The Pact and NATO never directly engaged
militarily, but their members did participate in satellite wars such as the
Korean and Vietnam wars. While the Warsaw Pact was eventually dissolved
when communism fell in Eastern Europe in 1991, NATO continues to be a
strong alliance pushing for democracy and security worldwide.

Current Threats to NATO
NATO claims to have a broader range of threats than it did in the past. A
contemporary society provides many issues that are new and unique to the
present day. For example, cyber-attacks and terrorism are major issues in



the twenty-first century that have become important to NATO, despite these
problems not being considered reasons for the Organization’s founding.
Because of political and economic instability in many regions that border
Europe and North America such as West Asia, Central America, and
Sub-Saharan Africa, great numbers of refugees have sought asylum in NATO
member states. Despite shifts in the types of threats to NATO, many of the
threats are coming from the same locations. Under Vladimir Putin, the
Russian Federation has become increasingly militant. Throughout the past
decade, Russia has repeatedly threatened NATO. The illegal annexation of
the Crimean Peninsula into Ukraine in 2014 led many NATO states to
condemn Russia, especially the members of the G8, who all voted to remove
Russia from the organization. Ukraine has been a major ally of NATO since it
gained its independence in 1991 and entered the Partnership for Peace
program. The annexation of Crimea is condemned and not recognized by
NATO, sowing further division. In the past decade, the Allies have stepped up
their assistance to Ukraine by supporting political reforms and practical
assistance. For instance, the Comprehensive Assistance Package, established
in 2016, is a program that supports Ukraine’s sovereignty and ability to
implement security and defense reform. In the meantime, Russia continues
to build up its military along its border with NATO. While Russia is being
condemned by NATO and all official practical cooperation between the two
has been suspended, the NATO-Russia Council continues as an important
platform for dialogue and has had over ten meetings since 2016. Another
country acting as a major threat to NATO is the People’s Republic of China.
NATO has not criticized China as overtly as they have criticized Russia, but
NATO leaders have expressed concerns about the expansion of Chinese
military ambitions. China sending military ships into the Mediterranean,
conducting military exercises with Russia, owning significant infrastructure in
Europe, and building bases in Africa have all been cited as challenges to
NATO’s goals and security. At a Group of 7 meetings in 2021, several of the
leading member states of NATO discussed countering China’s economic



growth and paying more attention to China’s efforts to undermine
democracy. Chinese officials responded defensively, denouncing the “slander
of China’s peaceful development.”

Past International Action
North Atlantic Treaty Organization Action
NATO has made it clear that it wishes to continue dialogue with both China
and Russia in the future. For instance, the NATO-Russia Council, which was
founded in 2002 to improve formal relations between Russia and NATO, has
never been suspended, despite practical collaboration being ceased. NATO
states that it wishes to facilitate dialogue with Russia that is “periodical,
focused, and meaningful.” The Allies clarified that the relationship between
NATO and Russia depends on Russia making a clear and constructive change.
The Allies have also made efforts to help protect and stabilize countries that
are under the influence of Russia. In 2015, NATO offered Georgia an
assistance package to strengthen its defense capabilities. A training center
was set up in Georgia for this purpose. Multinational battlegroups have also
been deployed to the Baltic states and Poland since Russia invaded Crimea.
When dealing with China, NATO has been less confrontational. While the
alliance has said it wishes to maintain a constructive dialogue when possible,
it has outwardly expressed its disapproval of Chinese military expansion.
NATO has stated that it will not be moving its military any closer to China
because the Organization’s goal is to defend North America and Europe.

Questions to Consider
1. Is my country directly threatened by either Russia or China because of its
proximity to either of these countries?

2. Why is my country part of NATO? What do its leaders hope to achieve by
continuing as a part of the organization?



3. Should NATO continue to foster dialogue with countries that pose a threat
to its goals? Would it be better for NATO to stop negotiating with these
nations?

4. If not, should NATO be more aggressive when dealing with its foes? Would
further military involvement against threats be productive in furthering the
goals of the Organization?

5. How can NATO collaborate with non-governmental organizations to
combat threats to democracy and stability in Europe and North America?

Possible Solutions
NATO has made clear its wishes to continue dialogue with countries that
pose a threat to global security. Along these lines, it may be beneficial to
deepen political cooperation between NATO and its adversaries. This can be
done by increasing the number of summits and councils held, such as the
Russia-NATO council. More discussions in the “NATO +4” format which
includes NATO’s Pacific allies of  Japan, South Korea, Australia, and New
Zealand could help to involve countries that are close to China and Russia
and who may be affected by their aggressive expansionist policies.
Expanding communication between NATO and its allies to protect democracy
around the world is a defensive strategy that would not necessarily worsen
relations between NATO and countries that threaten it. NATO could also
choose to pursue a more aggressive policy. While practical collaboration
between NATO and some of its adversaries has been eliminated, eliminating
the communication between the nations could send a message of
intolerance when it comes to destructive and illegal pursuits. Especially when
dealing with China, economic policies may be very effective. Individual
nations could enact policies to lessen the economic success of countries that
threaten NATO.
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